
 

Sure Clad 1.8mm  ( AKA Cocina or cannabis Clad ) FAQ’s 
What makes this exciting for designers and specifiers to use?? 

1. When you specify Sureclad you get a class A product as standard! Lots of designers ask for 
class A FRP but most general contractors go to Lowes or Home Depot and buy unrated 
cheaper FRP. 

2. Question. I am sick of specifying a brand of FRP and when I see it installed on the job 
site it’s not branded so I am always unsure if I am getting the product I specified, the GC 
just says it’s the one you asked for trust me!! 
Answer. Every square foot of Sure clad has identity of Jemiclad on the protective film, so if it 
doesn’t say Jemiclad Sure clad then it isn’t Sure clad. This gives the specifier peace of mind 
there getting what they asked for. 

3. Questions. I only specify heavy embossed FRP as when I have specified smooth FRP it’s 
usually scratched during the install as FRP has no protective film, does Sure clad have a 
protective film?  
Answer the whole Jemiclad range comes with a protective film as standard! Every sheet is 
protected. 

4. Question. If Sure clad comes with a protective film what does the installer do once the 
panel is fitted, do they leave it on?  
Answer 9 times out of 10 the installer will leave the protective film on and hand over the install 
leaving the removal of the protective film to the job site cleaners , installers would just remove a 
small section of the film to fit the T moulds or inside and outside corners . 

5. Question. If the job site cleaners remove the film at the end of the job is that it, is the 
install ready to go?  
Answer when the film is removed the next step is to wipe over the surface of Sure clad with 
Jemiclad antistatic or a locally sourced glass cleaner to take away any static charge from the 
surface. 

6. Question. If Jemiclad is covered with a protective film how will I see if there is any 
damage caused by trades beneath the film. 
Answer. Sure clad is protected with a heady duty protective film and it’s clear so you can see 
the finished surface at all times. 

7. Question. FRP comes in all different thicknesses so again we think we are getting what 
we specify, but then a budget thinner FRP is installed , again with no branding,  so I feel 
I never know if I have the FRP I specified was installed , what’s the thickness of Sure 
clad ??  
Answer. Sure clad is 1.8 mm thick 

8. Question FRP comes in so many different shades of white from a faded yellow to a blue 
or grey white, what shade of white is Sure clad??  
Answer Sure clad’s shade of white is the global standard shade of white i.e. the most 
demanded shade globally. Samples are free!!  

9. Question. I hate the way FRP fades even before the job site has handed over to the 
client. 
Answer Sure clad will not fade or yellow like FRP as Sure clad is UV stabilized.  

10. Question. I am sick of seeing different shades of FRP from different manufacturers 
using the massed produced off white T moulds and inside and outside corners every GC 
has access to. 
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Answer Sure clad has colour matching T moulds and with our DIY system contractors can pre-
order preformed inside and outside corners that also do not fade or yellow, these profiles are 
also branded . 

11. Question. Every general contractor says installing FRP is a two-man job because FRP 
creases and tears as it falls back over the head of just one installer. So a second 
installer uses a stick or broom to stop this happening! Can one installer install Sure 
clad??  
Answer One tradesman can install Sure clad due to its flexibility! Sure clad is so flexible a 10ft 
panel can roll in to an 18-inch diameter without pressing or risk of tearing  

12. Question FRP can dent if force is applied then it shows the Fibreglass strands from the 
middle of the panel, does Sure clad dent and do the same thing??  
Sure clad’s impact resistance is 160pounds per SQ inch as standard! We have carried out 
many tests on Sure clad. And we literally have thousands of customers globally who are happy 
with and continue to use Jemiclad products. 

13. Question. Does Sure clad split or tear like FRP or give of any airborne partials  
Answer. No Sure clad does not split or tear if carts etc. crash into, gouge or mar it. 

14. Question. Is Sure clad porous like FRP??? Does it have a spray on protective topcoat 
like Frp? 
Sure clad is smooth and totally nonporous, throughout. Sure clad has the same properties as 
Poly vinyl freshwater drinking tanks. 

15. Question. Does Sure clad have a heavy embossed pattern like standard FRP ???? 
Answer. No Sure clad is smooth with no texture at all, if you are looking for a texture you would 
have to look at our jemiclad textured or Jemiclad suede. 

16. Question. What’s is one of the best-selling point about Sure clad other than cost?  
Answer, Sure clad can be custom heat formed in to the inside and outside corners giving the 
ultimate abutment in to inside corners as there is no additional trims or caulking, this gives a 
totally watertight joint. 

17. Question. Ok we don’t want to get a certified installer on the job because it bumps up 
the price and most general contractors want the wall finishes in their package and 
installed in house.  
All trades men and women can be certified by a qualified to teach Jemiclad trainer for welding 
and bending or any contractor with previous Frp experience can still install Jemiclad. They  can 
Order the DIY system for any installers. "This is preformed 90° inside and outside corners. 6" x 
6" by full height. These can be used with any of the Jemiclad trim options  

18. Question. Is there a way a non-certified installer can install Sure clad?  
Answer. Yes, Sure clad has all trims and profiles as an FRP system would have.  

19. Question. Sure clad is British so what’s the lead time??  
Answer Sure clad is stocked in Canada with a master distributor and held in various locations 
across Canada and the USA. And if the product is not available in your local town can usually 
be shipped anywhere in North America within five days. 

20. Question what’s so good about Sure clad’s T moulds over standard T moulds is the 
USA?  
Answer Sure clad’s T mould is a 2 part trim , this means two panels can be installed and then 
the cover ( Male ) part of the T mould can be inserted In to the based ( female ) base of the T 
mould , this gives a tight finish to the surface of the Sure clad and no need to caulk the small 
gap you get with FRP trims  
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21. Question is the Sure clad T mould waterproof? With FRP T moulds there is a small gap 
for the installer to fill with caulk so no ingress of water or dirt?  
Answer. The Sure T mould is tightly fitted into the base of the trim with the front of the T mould, 
working like a fishing hook once pressed or hammered into place. There is also a clear rubber 
gasket on each side of the front of the T mould to complete the installation with a very 
watertight finish. 

22. Question.  FRP T moulds are all one piece here in North America and they don’t get 
knocked off, does the Sure clad T mould get knocked off??  
Answer no they don’t, they can be taken off with a small pry-bar, also if a Sure clad T mould 
gets damaged it can easily be replaced unlike standard Frp trims  

23. Question. FRP can be cold welded so the panels are flush. 
Sure Clad can be cold welded, but not hot welded. If you require this option you should talk to 
your supplier about Jemiclad pro 2.5 mm  

24. Question. Ok is it more costly than class A FRP?  
Answer no it’s cheaper, but depending on your area can cost slightly more than non-rated FRP.  

25. Question. Ok Installing Sure clad sounds like it takes a long time and could add time 
and labour on the job?  
Answer one installer can easily install 500-600 SQF per day  

26. Question. How can one installer install 500-600 SQF a day when one installer fitting FRP 
would only install 300-400 SQF per day???  
Answer Sure clad is so flexible and easy to move around the job site, cut and trim. Sure clad 
can also be manipulated around pipes and services easily.  Also with its protective film there’s 
no constant worry of damage. 

27. Question. Is Sure clad recyclable?  
Answer. Yes, Sure clad is  100% PVC and this makes it 100% recyclable by local plastic waste 
recycling facility’s 

28. Question. Is Sure clad just for commercial kitchens??  
Answer. Sure clad was designed for commercial kitchens yes, since its launch Sure clad has 
been used in healthcare, cannabis and psilocybin growing facilities along with literally hundreds 
of other creative applications where class A fire rated, anti-microbial, waterproof wall protection 
was needed. 

29. Question. Can a general contractor use their standard tools Answer?  
Yes, wood working tools all work well. Unlike Frp no Jemiclad product will release toxic or 
harmful fibreglass particles into the air. This allows the contractor to use any of his or her 
favourite cutting tools. 

30. Question. They say FRP is usually fully bonded to the substrate with FRP adhesive. 
What makes Sure clad’s adhesive so good?  
FRP adhesive states a full bond using a ¾” notched trowel, leaving a void behind parts of the 
panel allowing to harbour vermin, pests and moisture. Sure clad uses Jemifix all over adhesive 
using a 1/8” notched trowel, this fully bonded system once the adhesive has transferred gives 
vermin nowhere to hide. 
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